OXYGEN FORENSIC® DETECTIVE ENTERPRISE
EASY MANAGEMENT. Now, USB dongles are no more needed on every computer — one USB dongle
manages all the connections. All workstations use a single USB dongle plugged-in to the server, which can
be any desktop PC or even laptop running Windows OS with a free USB port.
BORROW LICENSE. The Enterprise server allows you to borrow a license to work offline. You can take
one connection from the server and use it in field as an offline license issued for a limited period of time.
On return to the lab, just release the borrowed license back to the server.
SEAMLESS CONNECTIVITY. The server supports both local and remote connection options. With our
new Enterprise license, you are free to use Oxygen Forensic® Detective not only in your lab within the local
network but also remotely from any part of the world.
EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION. The server administrator has a right to close the connection if it is idle
and not being used anymore. If one of your colleagues forgot to disconnect from the server, the
administrator will do it to permit another connection to be made.
FASTER RENEWAL. Multi-user license can be managed the agile way—transferring or renewal takes
less time. It is much easier to update a server license for a single Enterprise dongle than doing it with every
workstation that uses Oxygen Forensic® Detective (non-Enterprise version).
NO ADDITIONAL EXPENSES. No more expenses for occasionally used software. Oxygen Forensic®
Detective Enterprise considers only workstations running a software instance at the moment. The
Enterprise license is available for 5, 10, 20, and 50 concurrent connections.
www.oxygen-forensic.com
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